






www.grittybowmen.com

“IT’S NOT ABOUT THE HORNS”

Myself (Brian Call), Ben Morris and Anthony 
Spencer are bowhunting fanatics. Bowhunting 
is what we do. And we truly cherish hunting and 
the values associated with it. For us, hunting is a 
lifestyle—not a sport. And it is a lifestyle that is 
being threatened by those who do not understand 
what hunting is truly about. In 2014, we decided 
to start making films that leave a legacy to our 
families; films that help non hunters understand 

why we hunt and the value of it. We want our films 
to influence people to embrace the hunting lifestyle 
and to fight to preserve it. Ben and I are cousins 
and Anthony has been our friend since childhood. 
We’ve been carrying inexpensive video cameras 
on our hunts for more than 10 years. And in that 
period of time we have captured hours and hours of 
amateur footage of our hunting exploits. Last year 
we attended the Full Draw Film School and we met 
some amazing people and we learned a lot about 
filmmaking. We took the newfound skills from the 
school and added them to our own bag of tricks and 
made our first film, “It’s Not About the Horns.” This 
film is real—it’s authentic—it’s gritty—it’s why we 
do it. We hope it’s the first of many indie films to 
come. You can see more of our work at 
   www.grittybowmen.com, where we host a hunting 
podcast and post additional Gritty Bowmen films. 
Say “hi” if you see us and until then, stay GRITTY!





www.intothewindoutdoors.com

“HUMILITY AMONG THE HOG BACKS”

INTO THE WIND OUTDOORS is an outdoor 
production company based in Laramie, Wy. with 
one goal in mind; to produce high quality stories 
that make meaning. Into the Wind Outdoors 
was started in 2011 by Aaron Johnson and has since 
grown to a thriving outdoor production company.
     In 2013 Into the Wind Outdoors teamed up with 
Jose Castresana’s Bowhunting Spain in an effort 

to film and produce heartstopping documentary 
style films around the world. Humility among the 
hog backs is a story of perseverance, adversity and 
humility. Jose Castresana goes through the highs 
and devastating lows of hunting in the west and 
discovers how much meaning can be found in 
adversity and humility.



KEITH HARTMAN
Owner Adventures West Recreation

BOOK A MONTANA RIFLE 
DEER HUNT FOR THREE 

OR MORE AND GET  
FREE PHEASANT & 

GROUSE HUNTING!

HURRY, BOOK TODAY!
Limited Availability.

ARE AWR CLIENTS!!

ARE AWR CLIENTS!!

DO YOU HAVE A HUNT IN MIND?

WE HAVE THE HUNT FOR YOU!

EXCEPTIONAL ARCHERY
HUNT OPTIONS!

FULL DRAW FILM TOUR ANTELOPE HUNT SPECIAL:
Wyoming Private Land 3 day Trophy Bow Hunt

or 2 Day Trophy Rifl e Hunt $1595 plus tag!
(EXCLUSIVE GROUP RATES ALSO AVAILABLE.)



Shawn Greathouse and Andrew Munsell 
frequently crossed paths at local 3D 
tournaments in Northern Colorado starting 
in 2004. Throughout the years of competing 
against one another a mutual respect was 
generated along with their friendship. When 
they met up with a mutual friend Tim 
Gillingham in 2008, they started HAMSKEA 
ARCHERY SOLUTIONS L.L.C. and now are 
manufactures of the VersaRest among other 
top quality archery accessory products. The 
formation of Hamskea was a direct result of 
their own personal bowhunting experiences 
and addressing the design shortcomings of 
other’s equipment.
     But nothing has changed for them with 
respect to being grass roots bowhunters as 
every fall Shawn and Andrew are pursuing 
their favorite species on DIY public land 
hunts as often as they can. Whether is in 
their own backyard in Colorado, driving 
to Idaho on a DIY public land elk hunt or 
flying to Kodiak Island, Alaska, on a DIY 

hunt, these guys are all about getting into 
the backcountry and making their own 
opportunities and memories.
     These guys are serious and accomplished 
bowhunters as Shawn as successfully taken 
the Big 8 species of big game animals in 
Colorado with a bow (Elk, Mule deer, 
whitetail deer, mountain lion, mountain 
goat, bear, antelope and bighorn sheep) 
. Andrew is not far behind as he pursues 
the Big 9 with three (3) species left to 
go (mountain lion, mountain goat and 
whitetail deer) in the 10 short years he’s 
been a Colorado resident.
     Film making isn’t their first priority but 
when Andrew drew his once in a lifetime 
Shiras moose tag, Shawn knew how special 
this hunt would be and offered to film it. 
The emotion that is shared by these two 
bowhunters is something that can only be 
experienced on the mountain, with good 
friends and a passion for what we all 
love…bowhunting.

www.hamskeaarchery.com

“ONCE IN A LIFETIME”





www.outdoors-international.com

“JESS’ FIRST ELK HUNT” OUTDOORS INTERNATIONAL is the 
largest online hunt consulting company in 
the world. We are a group of passionate guys 
that are excited to help you fulfill that bucket 
list of hunts. We want to get to know you and 
understand what it is you want. We’ll then 

recommend what we feel is the right hunt and 
help you throughout the whole process. We’ve 
done the work to find the best outfitters and our 
service is FREE to you. We’re blessed to call what 
we do ‘work’ and we’re really excited to hear 
about your hunts.





www.pure-elevation.com

“OUR ROCK”

PURE ELEVATION began in early 2010 with 
the mission to capture our backcountry archery 
hunts in way that we personally had not seen 
before on film. There is something about sitting 
on top of a 10,000 ft peak, glassing over miles 
of country, pitting yourself against your prey 
and nature that keeps us coming back year 
after year. What we set out to do was to bring 
that experience into your living room the best 
we could. In order to really bring the viewer 
along the hunt with us you not only had to 
experience the highs but also all of the lows. 
For it is in the lows that we can truly appreciate 
when things are successful. As hunters we fail 
way more times than we are successful but that 

just makes the times when everything comes 
together and goes right all the more rewarding.
     Our first DVD “Ninety Percent” was released 
in the summer of 2011 followed by our second 
DVD “Unfinished Season” in 2012. For 2013 
and 2014 we partnered with Elite Archery on 
their TV show “Respect the Game”
     Our 2014 Footage will air on our own show 
on Carbon TV in this summer. It will follow 
along the amazing season we had; from chasing 
High Country bucks in Wyoming, to Idaho 
Antelope, Bear, and Elk and then followed up 
by a once in a lifetime Idaho Mountain Goat 
hunt. Our season was nothing short of 
amazing adventures.



www.vimeo.com/bennygodfreyfilms/videos

“FINAL FRONTIER”

Hailing from the Gold Coast, Australia, Benny 
Godfrey has been behind a camera since the 
age of 16. Growing up in a vibrant surf mecca, 
he cut his teeth on the surfing scene, shooting 
surfing documentaries and eventually travelling 
worldwide filming the world’s best. His passion 
for filmmaking has now taken him to many 
amazing locations around the globe, making 
many friends and meeting a wide variety of 
characters along the way, a big part of why he 
loves what he does.
     Benny has always been inspired by capturing 
truly special moments, and telling people’s 
stories through film. He consistently pushes the 
boundaries on location, and displays a unique 
flair no matter what the subject. Benny’s work 
mostly focusses on outdoors activities these 
days, particularly fishing, hunting and anything 
with an adventure element.
     Ben Salleras grew up in the tropical north of 
Queensland, Australia, a region which is home 

to one of the largest wild boar populations in 
the world. Starting his hunting life at a very 
early age, he enjoyed many fruitful years of 
bowhunting wild boar with his father, who 
introduced him into the bowhunting way of 
life and taught him the hunting and bush skills 
he relies upon today.
     Ben is fascinated by the diversity of species 
which can be hunted with bow around the 
world, and lives for the challenge of hunting 
new species in wild places. He loves nothing 
more than being out in the Australian bush 
with his mates, and has a particular obsession 
with North American sheep, which he plans to 
work on over his hunting life.
     Benny and Ben joined forces in 2014 to 
form SILENT PURSUITS, and together with 
their mates will be capturing a wide range of 
adventures through film, showcasing all that 
the Australian bush has to offer, as well as 
journeys to all parts of the globe.



www.pure-elevation.com

“LIFE ON THE HIGH PLAINS”

Ever since an early age Jason has possessed 
an uncommon passion for hunting, a passion 
that is as alive today as it was all those years 
ago.  At an early age Jason was exposed to the 
great sport of hunting by his father Tim and 
his hunting partner George in his home state 
of Montana.  Soon after graduating from High 
School, Jason started guiding big game hunters 
in Southwestern, Montana and soon realized 
what he was seeing on a day to day basis 
would rival anything that was currently being 
produced in the hunting industry.  After his 
outfitter moved away Jason had a decision to 
make.  That’s when he decided to start filming 
more seriously.  Jason soon had filmed animal 
behavior that no one else had ever captured 

and major companies in the outdoor industry 
started to recognize that.
     Now 35, Jason has followed his passion 
and travelled the globe into some of the most 
highly sought after hunting in the world and is 
the hunter, filmmaker behind the series 
“INTO HIGH COUNTRY” that is now 
going into it’s fifth season on national 
television.  In just a couple of years Jason 
has been nominated for such awards as “Best 
New Series” and “Shot of the Year” by the 
Sportsmans Channels, Sportsmans Choice 
Awards.    Now with his latest film “Into High 
Country”, Jason is pioneering a new path in 
hunting television that you are not going to 
want to miss…





NEW!  FAST EDDIE

Introducing the latest addition to the Hogg Mobb adjustable sight series, FAST EDDIE. 

Designed with the hunter in mind, the FAST EDDIE borrows the necessary features from the 

TOMMY HOGG and puts them in a lighter, quieter, easier to use package. With silent click free 

adjustments, a sleek and trim frame (20% lighter than the TOMMY) and the new DOUBLE PIN 

scope/pin housing, the FAST EDDIE is sure to satisfy the needs of today’s hardcore hunter.

FEATURES:

• Double Pin scope, with BulletProof 

    pin technology

• Rugged Light Weight Hard Mount

• Micro Adjustable 2nd & 3rd Axis

• Coarse Horizontal & 

    Vertical Adjustments

• Tooless Adjustment 

• Silent ,Quick Release Lock for 

   Yardage Knob 

• HRD Technology, No Bushings, 

   No Slop, No Buzz

• Spreads Out Sight Marks

• Large Easy To Use Yardage Knob

• Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction

NEW!  DOUBLE PIN

The DOUBLE PIN scope adopts the BulletProof pin technology found in our multi-pin 

sights and incorporates it into a single vertical pin with dual fiber optic aiming 

points. The DOUBLE PIN is lens and light ready without any additional adapters. It 

also comes with the option of either a single alignment ring or a triple alignment ring 

for those archers looking for better accuracy in varying lighting situations. Mounted 

on a 10-32 threaded rod, it will fit all of the Hogg Mobb series adjustable sights.

FEATURES:

• Single Vertical BulletProof pin

• Dual fixed fiber optic aiming points.

• .010, .019, and .029 fibers optics available

• 1 5/8 ” I.D  2” O.D.  (single alignment ring)

    2.3/8”  (triple alignment ring)

• Lens ready 

• Precision Level

• Solid 6061 Aluminum

   Construction

ALL OF THE FEATURES YOU LOVE     

      ABOUT THE TOMMY HOGG

                      NOW IN A NEW! 

                    LIGHTER DESIGN

W W W . S P O T - H O G G . C O M

TRIPLE ALIGNMENT RING

 with OPTIONAL LENS

SINGLE ALIGNMENT RING

www.bornandraisedoutdoors.com

“EXPECTATIONS” BORN AND RAISED OUTDOORS is a 
close knit group of friends whom over time 
have morphed into a family of brothers. 
It is our goal to show the viewer how the 
relationships of each individual, each with 
their own quirks and unique personalities 
mold into cohesive brotherhood. 

Whether you were raised with a bow in hand 
or you are new to the sport, September finds 
each and every hunter, new or old, with 
a sense of commonality. With a sense of 
respect and reverence for this great tradition, 
these memories will be told and retold 
around the campfire for generations.



    FDFT5

I attended my first Full Draw Film Tour event four 

years ago. Coming up to that show, I had been 

very concerned about how hunting had been (and 

to a large degree still is) portrayed on hunting 

shows on TV and videos that hunters had been 

producing. For an audience of hunters, they 

were/are almost palatable; but for the non-

hunting public, so much of why we hunt was 

being left out that the general public comes 

away with a totally skewed idea of what hunting is about and 

why, we as hunters are so passionate about it. 

Instead of telling the story and showing the 98% of the hunt that doesn’t involve the killing of an animal, 

the show would focus intensely on and glorify the kill portion of the hunt, as if that was singularly the only 

thing that mattered. As a hunter, I know this is not the case, and I understand that showing hours of footage 

without a “hook” doesn’t keep people engaged, but I couldn’t and can’t help but think there is a better way.

What I took away from that first FDFT experience most was hope. Hope that the industry would take notice 

of a bunch of small, independent film-makers and their ability to tell a story and that more producers in 

the hunting industry would emulate what they wereseeing. To me, the biggest difference in what I was 

seeing was their ability to tell a story and keep an audience engaged, showing the intangibles of how and 

why you and I obsess over hunting year around. Through their story telling, and by shifting the focus to 

the experience and away from spotlighting the hunter and his achievement, it gives the viewer the full 

experience of their hunt—their story. I came away inspired; inspired to pick up my camera again and raise 

the bar with what I was filming.

As a tireless proponent of the underdog, I think the greatest service the FDFT provides is a platform for 

any and every ordinary bowhunter—regardless of income level—to have a national stage to spotlight 

their work, vision and their dreams. To get an opportunity to share your sacred and personal experiences, 

on the big screen, with thousands of other brothers of the bow. Up until then, that was out of reach, both 

financially and logistically, until the inception of the FDFT. Personally, I love the idea that across the 

board, bowhunters with all levels of financial success have a place to show their work. A person with 

ambition and talent, using this platform to showcase their work, could begin their dream of entering the 

hunting industry as a career and through their work inspire future non-hunters to either support hunting or 

themselves take up hunting.   

What I’ve felt in the past would be the demise of hunting, I now feel with the continued direction and 

trajectory of quality that these contributors are producing, can and will be the most powerful tool in the 

preservation of hunting.

“The journey is the reward”

   ~ SOUTH COX,

      Bowyer, Outdoor Writer & Filmmaker

      www.StalkerStickbows.com



www.huntofalifetime.org

“Hunt Of A Lifetime” is a nonprofit organization 
with a mission to grant hunting & fishing dreams 
for children age 21 and under, who have been 
diagnosed with life threatening illnesses. We are 
doing what we can to make a difference in their 
life, a dream come true. But we need your help, 
we are looking for people interested in helping the 
kids live their dreams, without you, we can’t give 
them the dreams they so desire.
       I just want to say thank you to all the folks that 
encouraged me to begin the Hunt of a Lifetime 
foundation. To my son Matt, and the life he lived 
loving the outdoors to the fullest, and passing on 
to others what hunting & fishing meant to him. 
Don Fetteroff of the Safari Club International 
Pittsburgh, PA Chapter for achieving what he 
thought was impossible, in March of 1998 he 

found a moose hunt for Matt for the fall of 1998. 
The Safari Outfitters of Cody, Wyoming for 
finding an outfitter. Most importantly, Clayton 
& Gene Grosso of Grosso Outfitters, Nordegg, 
Alberta Canada, Gene’s wife Becky for taking the 
time to go along with them to be their cook & 
medic. The village of Nordegg, Alberta Canada for 
all they did to make Matt’s dream a reality. There 
are people everywhere helping youngsters that are 
in need and they helped give so many children can 
experience a Hunt Of A Lifetime.
       If you are interested in helping a child 
live their dream, please contact us for more 
information. Even a small donation can help us 
towards the kids dreams.

Forever Grateful.....God Bless  ~  Tina

2014 CHARITY SPONSOR...................................
FULL DRAW FANS RAISED 

$20,000 
FOR HOAL DURING FDFT4
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